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Design story

ICF presents Qadro Freestanding, a brand new idea for

The inspiration is very simple: the frame, a basic unit

meeting the challenges posed by the new way of working

which, by multiplying itself, creates a complex and multi-

and creating a new perspective inspired by a completely

faceted image that is continuously changing. Starting

unusual focus: the monitor and its surroundings, the new

from this concept, Quadro Freestanding presents itself

linchpin of the office environment, because it is precisely

as a simple monitor-base that is evolved, developed, and

around it that the new working rhythms flow: meetings,

diversified to characterise all the surrounding space.

international calls, brainstorming sessions, educational
initiatives, staff training, operational meetings, time-outs...
And this is where Qadro comes in, an adjustable base
element that enables users to create and re-modulate
the space to suit the variety of activities it needs to be
capable of hosting.
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Qadro monitor stand with storage box
Modular frame in anodized extruded aluminum, die-cast aluminium base on castors, monitor holder unit in painted tubular,
side monitor bands, storage box in extruded aluminium with sliding doors in Felt or in Fenix

Qadro monitor stand with panels
Modular frame in anodized extruded aluminum, die-cast aluminium base on castors, monitor holder unit in painted tubular,
optional sheet metal cable tray, panels in sound absorbing felt
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Specifications
1
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1

Frame: Modular frame in aluminum profile.

5

Shelves: Extruded aluminum shelves, anodized finish.

2

Monitor holder unit: Monitor holder unit in painted tubular
suitable for screens from 50” to 75”. Screens may extend
outside the perimeter of the frame.

6

Storage box: Extruded aluminum storage box with felt or
Fenix sliding doors

3

Cable tray: Painted sheet metal cable tray.

7

Base: Base in die-cast aluminium, polished or painted, on
castors, no. 2 with lock.

4

Bands: Side and back monitor bands in felt.
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QMSA
monitor holder unit on castors, suitable for screens from 50”
to 75”, anodised modular frame in aluminum profile, base in
die-cast aluminium, polished or painted.

QMSB
monitor holder unit on castors, suitable for screens from 50”
to 75”, anodised modular frame in aluminum profile, base
in die-cast aluminium, polished or painted, two shelves in
anodised extruded aluminium.

QMSD
monitor holder unit on castors, suitable for screens from
50” to 75”, anodised modular frame in aluminum profile,
base in die-cast aluminium, polished or painted, two shelves
in anodised extruded aluminium, storage box in extruded
aluminium with sliding doors in felt or Fenix.
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QMSA.124/164 | monitor stand
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QMSB.124/164 | monitor stand
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QMSD.124/164 | monitor stand
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QMSC.125/165 | monitor stand
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QMSD.125/165 | monitor stand
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Colours and e finishes
Base
Aluminium

Painted aluminium

47 | Polished

N01 | Black

G01 | Grey

Structure, storage box and shelves
Anodised aluminium

AN01 | Black

AG01 | Natural grey

Panels, bands and sliding doors
Felt

Fenix

FT | Felt
(4 colours)

FX | Fenix
(4 colours)
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